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Abstract 

This report was prepared for the Commission of European Commu
nities - Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA - CREST) working group on Material 
and Mechanical Problems Related to the Safety Aspects of Steel Components 
in Nuclear Plants. It continues the report Risø-M-1429 under the same 
title. 

The present report is based on information received recently from 
fruitful collaboration within the Working Group, from the literature, and 
from personal experience and communications. The purpose is to present 
the status of the acoustic emission technique with respect to its application 
during proof testing, recurrent testing and service, of steel pressure ves
sels for nuclear plants. 

During proof testing it is evident that the location of acoustic emission 
sources can be carried out very reliably. The problem of warning against 
catastrophic failure cannot at present be given a clear answer, although an 
experienced operator can make an approach to the problem and very prom
ising investigations are in progress. 

During recurrent inspection it should be possible to gain further infor
mation on the state of the steel structure by applying the acoustic emission 
technique if the structure is accessible. 

Not much experience has been gained of acoustic emission surveillance 
during service in terms of Signature Analysis, but very promising investi
gations are in progress to solve the various problems, by using the acoustic 
emission technique in the hostile environment of a nuclear reactor. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A report on Acoustic Emission Surveillance Methods (Risø-M-1429) was 
prepared in September 1971 for the Commission of European Communities 
- Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA - CREST) working group on Material and Me
chanical Problems Related to the Safety Aspects of Steel Components in 
Nuclear Plants. This permanent working group was set up in 1970, under 
CREST sponsorship and under the Commission's auspices to act as technical 
secretariat. 

The scope and purpose of the group is basically: 
(a) To promote a feed-in of problems encountered by safety assessors 

concerning materials and mechanical questions for steel components 
in nuclear plants. 

(b) To prcmote an exchange of views on the priority issues to be con
sidered in safety analysis and in applied research in this field. 

(c) To promote detailed exchange of information on the relevant research 
programmes. 

The report treats one of the various specialized topics dealt with by this 
working group, and its purpose was to present the members with a general 
survey of the applicability of AE techniques to the safety service. Great care 
was taken to present only statements and conclusions which could be safely 
based on evidence found in the literature. A rather extensive literature exists, 
but many contradictions are found. Consequently the conclusions of the re
port were rather general and the report assumed an introductory nature. 

It was the general opinion within the group that more detailed and clear-
-cut answers to actual problems were desirable, together with indications 
of the research areas necessary for the development of the AE technique as 
a reliable tool for controlling the integrity of steel structures. The present 
report aims to answer these points, but it must be mentioned that this 
has not been possible without slightly involving the author's personal opinions. 

For clarification it is appropriate to distinguish between the application 
of AE techniques during proof inspection, during recurrent inspection, and 
during service. Further, an important question to be answered is how much 
information can be obtained on the nature, size, and significance of defects 
revealed by AE. 

Since September 1971 additional valuable information on AE has appeared 
in the literature and has also become available through a fruitful collabor
ation with members of the working group from which this report has ben-



efit tedeonsiderably, and for which 1 am very grateful. 

2. AE TECHNIQUES APPLIED DURING PROOF INSPECTION 

Proof inspection by means of AE may have seve ra l object ives: 

(1) Assurance of the integrity of the steel s t ruc tu re . 

(2) Control of the probability that a catastrophic fai lure will not occur 

during the testing. 

(3) Location of suspect a r ea s to be considered for further attention. 

(4) Collection of observations on AE conditions which can be s tored for 

future t reatment when m o r e knowledge has been gained, and which 

can a l so be used for comparison with future observat ions . 

Other minor aims could be l is ted, but in the following chapters they 

have been included under the four headings above. 

The f irst objective, assurance of the integrity, is of course the p r i m a r y 

reason for the proof tes t . However, p res su re test ing i s not in itself fully 

convincing; it could under cer ta in c i rcumstances even cause unrecognised 

damage to the s t ruc ture . If the AE technique could improve the a s su rance , 

it would be a distinct advantage. 

The second objective, control of the occurrence of failure during tes t ing, 

is c lear ly a desirable one since defects can often be repa i red if their p r e 

sence is known, but a failed s t ruc ture is generally lost . 

Unfortunately, with regard to the two above-mentioned objectives, the 

benefits of the AE technique cannot be fully rea l i sed at p resen t . The l imi ted 

knowledge and experience now available do, however, allow a par t ia l r e a l i z 

ation of these objectives. 

As to the thi rd objective, location of suspect a r e a s , it has recent ly been 

demonstrated that the AE technique is very sui table. Location can be c a r r i e d 

out rel iably and accurately. 

The fourth purpose, storing of AE information, is of course eas i ly 

ca r r ied out with AE t ransducers , amplif iers , and a tape r e c o r d e r for the 

necessa ry number of channels. Anyone who has confidence in an increased 

application of the AE technique for control of s t ruc tures ought to consider 

such information s torage. 

These s imple statements should be kept in mind when the subject is 

t reated in detail in the following chapters . Although they have been l isted 

according to the i r desirabil i ty, it is more convenient to t r ea t them in the 



reverse order in the discussion. 

2 .1 . AE Information Storage 

It is comparatively easy and relatively inexpensive to fit AE trans
ducers to a steel structure in suitable places and to record the output on 
magnetic tape. Different transducer types are available commercially, as 
is the neiessary electronic equipment. Preamplifiers of good quality, i. e. 
high signal to noise ratio, are often sufficient. Multi-channel tape recorders 
capable of recording frequencies higher than 100 kHz are expensive to buy, 
but are easily available as they are used for many other purposes. 

It may be possible to reduce the expense by converting the detected 
signal such that the input to the tape recorder is at a considerably lower 

frequency than 100 kHr. 
For analysis of the stored information it is desirable to have full con

trol of the transmission of the AE signal from the vessel to the transducer. 
For comparison of different recordings it is necessary to be able to repro
duce the transmission conditions. This is at present a serious problem. 

A well-known technique for testing of the sensitivity of AE transducers 
fixed on the structure is to record signals injected into the structure at a 
suitable location by an artificial source. This source is often another AE 
transducer clamped to the structure. By feeding electric signals to this 
transducer acoustic signals are injected into the structure. The sensitivity 
of the receiving transducers is controlled by adjusting the gain of the pre
amplifiers. 

This method of sensitivity control lacks reliability since the trans
mission of artificial signals from the transducer to the structure is not itself 
well controlled. Another source of ei-ror is that injected signals from an AE 
transducer do not resemble real AE signals. 

To improve the reproducibility of AE detection it is consequently 
necessary to study the transmission of the acoustic signals from the struc
ture to the electric signals which are recorded. Other fields of study should 
include the applicability of artificial signals, the transmission conditions 
for such signals, and the possible introduction of artificial signals resem
bling the actual AE signals. 

As mentioned by N. Kirby ' research within this area is being carried 
out at the South West Research Institute, Texas: AE signals are injected into 
a 10-foot diameter vessel by means of a bar in which a fatigue cracK is pro
gressing under cyclic load. 



From a very extensive research project in progress at Battelle, Frank
furt, Dr. J. Eisenbiatter7' has reported another type of signal injector suit
able for transducer experiments: Fingers are cut in a steel plate, and a-e 
then loaded one by one to produce acoustic emission. It is assumed that 
under identical loading conditions the fingers give identical AE signals. 

At the recent AE meeting in London, R. Hill reported on the effects 
of the adhesive joint between the AE transducers and the steel structure. As 
explained previously ' AE transducers operate at their natural frequency 
when detecting AE signals. Hill observed that the natural frequency of the 
AE transducer and consequently the frequency response of the system is 
highly dependent on the fixing of the transducer to the structure. Even at re
peated mountings of one transducer with the same adhesive considerable dif
ferences in response are found. Hill concludes that it is preferable to use a 
mechanical fixture and a liquid coupling medium to reduce the influence on 
the frequency response of the transducer. However, it is well known that 
liquid coupling is less efficient in transmitting frequencies within the range 
of 100 kHz. 

In this context it ought to be mentioned that different types of trans
ducers are used in practice. Two commercial firms in the U.S.A. dis
tinguished within the AE field, prefer longitudinal wave detection and trans
versal wave detection respectively. The detecting element is generally a 
piece of PZT ceramic which is strongly piezoelectric. It is unfortunate thai 
irrespective of which wave form the piece is cut for, it will always be able 
to oscillate in other modes also, causing the frequency response to be com
plex. 

It is difficult to treat these subjects theoretically, particularly as it is 
known »rom the ultrasonic field that even if a simple sine wave is injected 
into a steel structure, it will inevitably be transformed into an extremely 
complex mixture of frequencies of transversal, longitudinal, and surface 
waves, all of which have different travelling speeds. 

However, it would not be difficult to design experiments for comparison 
of transducer types for different purposes provided a satisfactory selection 
of artificial signal injectors were available. Consequently the development 
of such injectors seems to be a key problem. 

7) 
Eisenbiatter has reported on the experimental comparison of trans

ducers cut to detect transversal or longitudinal oscillations respectively and 
mounted on a steel plate with different bonding agents. The operation at 
higher temperatures and high frequencies has been investigated. Different 
piezoelectric materials have been compared and their properties with re-
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spect to AE detection described. Transducers with damped natural frequency 
or operating at linear frequency response have also been investigated '. 
Although this is a very promising contribution, no general conclusions have 
BO far been drawn. 

It is possible that new types of AE transducers may appear in the fu
ture. During the recent AE meeting in London G. J. Curtis reported on the 
application of a capacity AE transducer. Generally such transducers suffer 
from a very low sensitivity. Curtis had introduced an electret as dielectric 
and improved the sensitivity considerably. It is characteristic of capacity 
transducers that they can operate at considerably higher frequencies than 
the piezoelectric transducers generally used. It would indeed be interesting 
to extend the experimental comparison of AE transducers to include capaci-
tive types. 

Finally, it is known that a reflected light beam may be used for the 
detection of surface oscillations ' . It is theoretically possible to detect AE 
by laser interferometry ', but no experimental data have been found in the 
literature. It seems extremely attractive to be able to detect AE from a 
structure by just looking at it from a distance, but the effort necessary to 
develop laser methods is perhaps not justified in view of the present lack of 
knowledge on the nature and origins of AE. 

In summarizing this section the following statements may be made: 
The recording and storing of AE signals from a steel structure is a 

well-known and easy-to-apply technique. 
The reproducibility of the technique is a problem which needs to be 

solved if different recordings are to be compared. 
If reliable artificial sources of reproducible AE signals could be de

veloped, it would undoubtedly be profitable to compare different transducer 
types and their means of attachment to the structure, in order that the re
producibility of the AE technique might be improved. 

2. 2. Location of Defects 

The location of AE sources is now possible with a high degree of accu
racy. Several different organizations now offer a surveillance service which 
includes the location of defects during proof testing. 

As mentioned by N. Kirby ' , the location of existing cracks of small 
size (e. g. 2. 5 mm) may be readily performed, and this size compares ad
vantageously with the critical crack length of 25 - 100 rnm, which is gen
erally calculated for nuclear pressure vessels by fracture mechanics methods. 



The reference quoted by Kirby is Dwight L, Parry who i s perhaps the 

most experienced scientist within this area of the AE field. A more detailed 

description of defect location has been given by Parry and Dan L. Robinson 

from their results obtained from AE surveillance during proof testing of 

both vesse l s and tubing. 

Recently I had the opportunity of closely watching Parry and his co -

-workers use the AE technique during the proof testing of a very large pres s 

ure vesse l for the petrol industry. The instrumentation used i s described 

together with a short comment in the Appendix. It i s a characteristic feature 

of the technique that a very high reliability in the location of AE sources may 

be attained. The AE information gained as the testing proceeds i s stored in 

a memory and, when appropriate, fed into a digital computer. The computer 

Is programmed to deliver information on the probability that every different 

part of the vessel includes a source of AE, i. e. a display of the vesse l sur

face i s covered with a network of numbers, each number indicating the pro

bability. Further information on the statistical background for the probability 

calculation is given, and if the reliability should not be considered satisfac

tory, the program is corrected or more AE information collected for a re 

peated analysis. Surplus information, as a basis for probability calculation, 

is initially provided by using 4 channels for the analytical process instead 

of 3, which from a geometrical viewpoint would be sufficient for a triangu

lation process . 

Generally 16 - 24 channels are used on a steel structure and initially 

4 are chosen for the location process; this choice is changed during the test 

if the AE events draw attention to particular areas which :.nay then be more 

efficiently covered by regrouping the channels. 

Since all the information from the AE transducers is stored by a tape 

recorder, repeated analysis is possible at any time by replaying of the tape, 

and this is inevitably done with different groupings of channels. It ie even 

possible to subtract the information from which the location of the most pro

minent AE sources are derived, allowing the l ess significant sources to be 

pointed out with a higher probability by the computer. 

It is also possible by discriminator settings to sort out signals of a 

particular appearance, e. g. signals believed to be of non-metallurgical ori

gin or from their location considered unimportant. 

The location is generally carried out with an accuracy within 2 - 5 cm. 

The superficial description given here of some of the properties of the 

system used by Parry should serve to make it clear that the reliability in the 

location of AE sources can be increased to a very high level by a competent 
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operator performing careful analysis. 
In the paragraphs above the location technique has only been mentioned 

in terms of AE source location. A reasonable question is then: What about 
defect location? 

From practical experience gained during pressure vessel testing it is 
known that defects are generaily found by further non-destructive examination 
of the locations pointed out by the AE technique. Kirby ' refers to a vessel 
similar to reactor pressure vessels in which 31 sources were located, and 
of these, 23 were confirmed as defects. Further evidence of the relation
ship between AE sources and the presence of defects has been presented by 
Parry '. 

When I had the opportunity of seeing the AE technique used by Parry 
it was evident that the majority of locations pointed out corresponded to areas 
in the structure where from a technological viewpoint and experience, de 
fects are most likely to occur (i.e. welded connections which were only ac
cessible with difficulty, ignition burns, etc.). When the analysis of the AE 
data is pursued further, defects are, according to Parry, not often found at 
locations of the less significant AE sources. 

This correlation between AE sources and defects is rather convincing, 
but prompts the question: Can large defects pass unobserved by the AE tech
nique? 

It is not easy to answer this question in a straightforward way. So far 
many vessels have been tested, and no cases of unobserved, significant de
fects have been reported. This is of course not fully convincing, but if by 
"large defect" one understands "crack", then it is worth noting that the usual 
way of running experiments on the practical application of the AE technique 
is to cut a slit in an experimental structure and to watch the AE activity 
during loading. This type of experiment has been carried out on numerous 
occasions throughout the world, and there is no evidence in the literature 
of failure to detect AE, provided the equipment was operating properly. 

Another point, however, is that a large crack does not necessarily 
produce an increase In AE during loading, but this problem is treated in the 
next section. The question here is whether or not defects are detected during 
proof testing, and it seems reasonable to assume that during proper AE sur
veillance of a pressure vessel there is a very low probability that a signifi
cant defect will pass unobserved. 

In summarizing this section the following may be concluded: 
Location of AE sources in steel structures under proof testing may be 

readily carried out with a high degree of both reliability and accuracy. 



Generally defects are found by other non-destructive methods at the 

locations of AE sources, and there if a high probability that large crack-

-l ike defects will be revealed by the AE technique. 

2 . 3 . Control of the Failure Probability During Testing 

The purpose of AE projects is basically to establish a warning system 

against catastrophic failures. This aim has so far not been achieved. 

Very often AE investigations include testing to failure, and numerous 

curves representing the relationship between AE and s t re s s have been pub

lished. Generally the AE signals are converted within the electronic equip

ment into functions which are suitable for pen recording, e. g. the signal 

rate referred to in the Appendix as acoustic energy release signature. 

It has often been reported in the literature that the AE rate increases 

continuously until failure occurs, but the level of AE rate at which failure 

will occur i s at present indefinable. Steels differ very much in their AE be

haviour as shown by Eisenblåtter '. At the recent London conference, I. L. 

Mogford ' presented a ser ies of signal rate curves from different s tee ls 

which also showed entirely different behaviour. Brittle steels tend to pro

duce more AE signals than soft steels , and it is generally brittle materials 

which exhibit a rising AE rate before failure, but even soft steels fail when 

the stress concentrations at crack tips are too high. 

It seems very tempting to relate AE to fracture mechanics. This has 

been done, and as mentioned by Kirby ' extensive investigations within these 
7) areas are carried out throughout the world. EisenblStter ' has derived a 

simple mathematical equation presenting the relationship between AE signal 

rate, I, and the Stress Intensity Parameter, K. The derivation is based on 

the assumption that the total count of AE is proportional to the plastic zone 

size or to a possible slow crack extension. Tensile testing has been done to 

support this theory. 

Generally one considers the integrity of a steel structure in terms of 

a critical crack length calculation in which the key factor i s the Stress In

tensity Parameter, K, at the tip of a crack-like defect. The critical K i s a 

material property which i s estimated experimentally. When the actual K in 

a structure exceeds the critical K of the steel , failure occurs. This situation 

implies the presence of defects in the vicinity of which the actual K i s raised 

by the loading conditions or by the deterioration of the defects. 

Based on this approach it would clearly be an enormous advantage to 

be able to estimate the actual K from AE measurements on a steel structure. 
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During the testing procedure to estimate the critical K of a steel it might 
perhaps be worth-while to report the corresponding AE activity and then try 
to use this information to estimate the actual K in the structure where de
fects of unknown size are assumed to be present. 

It is encouraging that so much effort is being concentrated, throughout 
the world, on the possible relationship between fracture mechanics and 
acoustic emission. However, no generally applicable quantitative relation 
has so far been established, and even in specific cases no methods have been 
proposed for the practical application of such relationships. 

It is perhaps difficult to see how quantitative relationships can be es
tablished as long as the reproducibility of AE transducer operation remains 
a problem. This then emphasizes the key problem of improving the repro
ducibility of AE detection. 

Many AE investigators have been disappointed by the experience that 
the AE rate decreased before failure. This is mainly observed when tough 
steels are considered. In these steels large plastic zone formation often pre
cedes failure, and this does not always cause AE. A similar behaviour is 
often seen during tensile testing experiments. A good example of this is shown 
in the figure '. 

Eisenblatter has further, by detailed analysis, shown that the high AE 
rate at the yield stress is probably due to Luders1 band formation. The AE 
rate which accompanies general yield is then insignificant compared with the 
enormous rate at the yield stress. 

If this behaviour is reproduced from a multitude of stress concen
trations at defects in an experimental vessel, it will inevitably present the 
disappointing problem of a decreasing AE rate as failure approaches. 

Consequently information on the presence of defects of critical size in 
a steel structure might well be revealed at an early stage of the testing pro
cedure and not when the failure is approaching. Parry has reported that 
during AE surveillance his attention is caught by sudden decreases as well 
as by sudden increases in AE rates. Then the AE sources can be located and 
subjected to other non-destructive testing procedures in order to estimate 
the size and type of the possible defects present. This information can then 
be used as a basis for a decision on the necessary precautions to be taken. 
It is obvious that the phenomena mentioned in this section need to be pro
perly explained if confidence is to be raised as to the ability of the AE tech
nique to control the failure risk during proof testing. 



Vtrsuch 11 11 NiHtCr 3 7 ti) 
Zril I [min] 

Bild 21: Impularate I dar Schal laaias ion und Last P in Abhangj tfcait von dar 
Zait baim Zujvarsuch an 22 MiMoCr 3 7 (*)• Abzuggaachwindi(kait 0,05 . c«/od.n, 

(Dr. J. Eiaanblitter) 

Acoustic emission pulse rate, I, and load, P, as functions of time, on tensile testing of 22 NiMoCr 37 (I). 
Loading velocity 0.05 crn/mln. 
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In this context it might be mentioned that fracture mechanics in its pre

sent form i s not the best of tools with which to handle large plastic zones, 

and much disagreement exists as to how this ought to be done. It would per

haps be profitable to use the AE technique as a tool for investigating the de

formation behaviour of steels and not only in order to link AE information 

to conventional fracture mechanics. 

To draw a clear conclusion from this chapter is not easy. Even though 

considerable effort is most promisingly being devoted to the exploration of 

the relationships between AE and fracture mechanics, it is at present not 

possible to state by which criterion the failure probability should be esti

mated during AE surveillance. 

However, if an experienced operator is able to recognize unusual AE 

behaviour, e. g. an acoustic energy release signature different from that 

generally recorded, then the test can be suspended, AE sources located, de

fect s ize and type estimated by other non-destructive methods, and on the 

basis of fracture mechanics decisions can then be taken as to the continuation 

of the testing. This approach i s a significant improvement on straightforward 

pressure testing. 

2 .4. Assurance of the Performance of the Steel Structure 

Every test carried out successfully will of course raise the confidence 

in a structure. AE surveillance i s no exception, the question is only whether 

it is sufficiently profitable to use this method. 

The load test itself raises confidence, but it is well known that press

ure vesse l s have failed after pressure testing and at lower pressures. Ad

ditional non-destructive testing is consequently desirable, and ultrasonic 

testing, X-raying, magnetic particle testing, etc. are very efficient ways 

to obtain information on the type and size of possible defects. The question 

remains, however, as to whether all the defects present are found. This de-

: pends to a large extent on the time and care taken by the operator. 

The AE technique, on the other hand, has the distinct advantage, as 

', made clear in section 2 .2 , that it covers the entire structure; every location 

; is obviously accessible during AE surveillance. 

As pointed out in the previous section, the AE technique is at present 

' only suitable as a supplement to existing non-destructive testing methods, 

i but it increases the reliability of these methods considerably. 

* The AE technique is the only one applicable for the detection of wide-

I spread crack growth stil l going on during load testing of the structure. Other 

1 



non-destructive methods may be used before and after load testing to the 
same purpose but with very little reliability. From AE surveillance during 
the loading of a structure it is not possible to distinguish between actual 
crack growth and other metallurgical processes caused by the presence of 
a defect. But on the basis of the so-called Kaiser effect ' the AE should, 
upon reloading under identical conditions, be at a low level. Thus, if any 
significant AE does occur upon reloading at a later time, it must be due to 
some deterioration, but if reloading is done immediately under identical con
ditions, AE must be due to crack growth. Both incremental growth and de
terioration of the defect brought about by the growth are detected by the AE 
surveillance. 

By the simple modification of a pressure test to include repeated press-
urization a considerable increase in the information gained from the AE sur
veillance can be obtained, i .e . crack growth can be reliably revealed, and 
the very significant problem of possible crack growth caused by loading 
conditions during service can be tackled. 

The re-pressurization pressure does not necessarily have to be as 
high as the proof pressure; a value between this latter pressure and the 
operating pressure may be chosen. Nor does the intermediate pressure have 
to be zero. 

Based on the advantages mentioned above, in particular that the ap
plication of the AE technique increases confidence in the structure tested, 
it may be argued that in future all nuclear steel pressure vessels ought to 
be submitted to this kind of surveillance. This is particularly true when the 
attitude of the public towards nuclear pressure vessels is kept in mind. 

Regarding AE surveillance during proof testing D. L. Parry states that, 
six nuclear pressure vessels, nine chemical pressure vessels, two storage 
vessels, two storage tanks, gas transmission lines, and further piping have 
been tested to date by means of his acoustic technology. Other organizations 
have applied acoustic analysis to rocket casings and other structures. 

It is particularly desirable that the present proof test procedures be 
modified in order to obtain the largest possible benefit from the AE sur
veillance. Precautions to reduce mechanical noise from pressurizing equip
ment, supports, and attachments are also desirable. 

These remarks might serve as a conclusion to be drawn from this sec
tion, but there are two further points which ought to be dealt with in this 
context: Firstly the importance of AE surveillance as applied during over-
stressing in order to stress-relieve structures and secondly the information 
about defects which is obtainable by means of the AE technique. 
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2 .4 .1 . AE Surveillance During Overstressing 

Large pressure vessels are usually stress-relieved after welding by 
a heat treatment at about 650 C. However, the new steels with high yield 
points that have been developed are less suitable in this respect since the 
steel must be microstructurally insensitive to this treatment. Fortunately 
stress-relieving can be accomplished by other means, and overstressing is 
one of the most profitable since its beneficial effects on the structure in
clude not only the relief of residual s t resses . On the other hand overstressing 
does not produce annealing of heat-affected zones, but if the heat treatment 
were to be done at a temperature sufficient for the annealing of the heat-af
fected zones of the welds, then the s t resses could be relieved by overslressing. 

The use of the overstressing technique has been reviewed by R.W.Ni
chols * and shall be only briefly mentioned here. The effectiveness of ovor-
stressing in reducing residual s t resses by local yielding is dependent upon 
how closely the overall s t ress approaches the general yield stress of the 
structure, and this can cause problems. 

A structure may be designed such that a level of overstrcssing can be 
permitted which is sufficient to cause satisfactory stress relief. Nevertheless, 
a certain risk of permanent damage exists if defects of a certain size de
teriorate rather than profit from the overstressing, i. e. cracks may grow 
to critical lengths. The risk that this passes unobserved is greatly reduced 
by AE surveillance during overstressing, and thus one of the most significant 
disadvantages of the overstressing technique is reduced. It is understood 
that structures suitable for overstressing must contain only minor defects. 
This feature is checked automatically by AE surveillance during overstressing. 

The ageing phenomena which take place in the locally yielded zones 
after overstressing are not generally considered to be significant, but if 
they are, this may be controlled by load testing under AE surveillance con
ditions after a lapse of time sufficient for the ageing processes to have taken 
place. 

In conclusion, AE surveillance is a way to reduce some of the disad
vantages of the overstressing technique. 

2.4.2 Information Gained on Defects by the AE Technique 

This point has in fact been covered in the preceding sections, par

ticularly 2 . 3 . , but it is so often raised that it ought to be given an explicit 

formulation. 



Information on the location of defects i s very precisely given by the AE 

location technique (section 2. 2), but exact information on the type and size 

of a defect is at present not easy to obtain. The problem may be tackled, 

however, by using both statistical and experimental approaches. 

Since AE surveillance is being increasingly used during the testing of 

large pressure vessels , it is inevitable that statistical experience i s being 

gained as to the relationship between AE behaviour and defect morphology. 

As mentioned in section 2. 2, Par ry has demonstrated *hat by refined analy

s is of AE information regions are located in which only insignificant defects 

or no defects at all a re found by subsequent ultrasonic testing. Coarse de

fects are of course found by initial analysis. Thus it is possible to classify 

defects by an AE location technique. 

When the reproducibility of AE detection has been improved, it may 

become possible, through experimental investigations, to establish a useful 

relationship between AE and the Stress Intensity Parameter , K. This par

ameter can give a good indication of size or significance and by means of a 

fracture mechanics approach may be used for estimating failure probabilities. 

When sufficient knowledge has been gained about the relationship between AE 

and metallurgical processes and when fracture mechanics has been developed 

sufficiently to cover the situation of plastic deformation, it may become poss

ible to obtain exact information on defect type and size by means of the AE 

technique. 

These considerations might also be applicable to fatigue loading, since 

incremental crack growth is perhaps more readily discerned than plastic 

deformation by the AE technique. 

3. AE TECHNIQUES APPLIED DURING RECURRENT INSPECTION 

During recurrent inspection the reasons for applying AE surveillance 

are exactly the same as those mentioned in the previous chapters, always 

assuming that the recurrent inspection includes pressure testing. 

Some additional comments may be presented with respect to the poss

ible utilization of the information gained from the initial tests and with r e 

spect to the accessibility of the steel structure in question. 
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3 .1 . Comparison of AE Information Gained from Initial and Recurrent 
Pressure Tests 

The Kaiser effect implies that AE should be lew during a repeat press
ure test. However, it is doubtful whether this holds true after a certain 
period of time has elapsed since the previous test. Materials often deterio
rate by ageing, particularly when plastic deformation has taken place, and 
in addition to this nuclear structures are exposed to neutron irradiation. 
For these reasons it is probable that AE would be detected during recurrent 
inspection even though any defects present may not have changed appearance. 
No significant information has been found in the literature on the effects of 
material deterioration during service on AE behaviour. Without this in
formation recurrent inspection of slow, continuous growth of defects, e. g. 
corrosion or fatigue crack growth, seems very difficult. 

If AE detection were reproducible, then the monitoring of test pieces 
could perhaps be used as a means of following material deterioration during 
operation. On the basis of this sort of information it might be of importance 
to compare AE recordings from initial and recurrent tests. 

It must be concluded that a comparison of AE recordings from initial 
and recurrent tests is at present unlikely to give significant additional in
formation. But experience will of course be gained if the technique is utilized, 
and it will in any case be interesting to compare the relationship between 
the AE rates from different sources and to compare the locations of AE 
sources. 

3. 2 Accessibility of the Steel Structure During Recurrent Testing 

A nuclear pressure vessel might well be inaccessible during recurrent 
testing. This is a serious problem, and careful planning is therefore necess
ary at the initial stage. 

Eisenblatter ' has reported successful operation of AE transducer? 
and preamplifiers after 9 months of exposure on a reactor pressure vessel 
(Gundremmingen). 

It seems possible to keep AE transducers and preamplifiers operating 
under BWR and PWR conditions, and consequently accessibility should not 
be a problem in this connection. However, if the structure is inaccessible 
to other non-destructive testing methods (e.g. ultrasonic testing), somi of 
the advantages of AE surveillance may be lost. The location of AE sources 
and the recording of AE rate are valuable, but when decisions are to be 



taken, it would be a serious drawback if supplementary non-destructive 

testing is impossible. 

It is to be concluded that if the structure is not accessible, then although 

AE surveillance during recurrent testing may be possible, it might not be 

very profitable. 

4. AE TECHNIQUES APPLIED DURING SERVICE 

As mentioned in ' a few indications have been found in the literature 
of continuous AE surveillance of reactor pressure vessels in the U. S. A. , 
but more thorough information Is not available. The technique which is used 
may be considered in terms of mechanical signature analysis, i. e. the 
pattern of the recorded behaviour when the structure is operating properly 
is taken as a reference signature. Deviations from this signature during 
subsequent operating conditions indicates a changed and perhaps poorly 
functioning structure. 

In considering mechanical signature analysis as it is applied to the 
31 AE behaviour of the nuclear pressure vessel it may be stated ' that if a 

change is observed in the AE detected during continuous surveillance, then 

a change in conditions must have occurred. This change could be unexpected 

and due to rearrangement of the stress distribution in the structure which 

might be a critical situation. The change in conditions might also be due to 

crack growth by fatique or stress corrosion or to deterioration of material 

properties by ageing or irradiation. Thus an unexpected change in the AE 

behaviour should be viewed suspiciously and should encourage further in

vestigation as to its causes. 

An example of signature analysis is given by C. C Price and J . R, 
14) Karvinen ' from the reactor EBR-II. However, this does not cover AE, 

but vioration noise at frequencies lower than 10 kHz detected by acceler-
ometers. 

Experience covering AE has so far not been recorded, and it needs 
to be gained before the applicability and significance of this type of analysis 
can be estimated, but when it does appear, it might well contribute con
siderably to the safety of reactor pressure vessel operation. 

However, serious problems have to be faced when the AE technique is 
applied under the rough ambient conditions inherent in nuclear pressure 
vessel service. The problems are high temperature, neutron irradiation, 
and particularly high noise levels and the presence of strong transient sig-
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nals from sources other than acoustic emission sources. Tremendous ef
forts have been made recently and are still being made to solve these prob
lems. 

4.1. AE Surveillance at High Temperatures and During Neutron Irradiation 

J. B. Vetrano, W. D. Jolly, and P. H. Hutton ' have reported on in
vestigations made at Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories. A wave guide 
has been developed through which AE is picked up by a transducer at a di
stance of a few centimetres from the reactor vessel. The wave guide is pre
ferably coupled mechanically to the vessel, and the preamplifier is built into 
the transducer housing. Successful experiments with similar wave guides 
have been reported by Dunegan '. 

Long wave guides seem to have only a limited influence on the trans
mitted AE signal and fay these means the problem of the hostile reactor en-
vironment can be overcome. In addition to this, however, Eisenblatter ' has 
gained promising experience by mounting transducers directly on a reactor 
vessel during service. 

4.2. AE Surveillance at High Noise Conditions 

The noise spectra have been estimated for several different nuclear 
reactor pressure vessels in the U.S.A. and Germany " . Minima in the 
noise spectra have been found within the range 0.2 - 1 MHz. At 1 MHz, how
ever, the detection range is so low that a very large number of transducers 
is necessary to cover an entire vessel. Experimental work has consequently 
been concentrated on the low end of the frequency range. If a minimum in 
the noise spectrum is utilized, AE transducers tuned to this frequency are 
applied in connection with narrow-band filters. AE signals are then picked 
up at this frequency at a certain signal to noise ratio. 

Other ways of filtering are possible. A prediction-error filter has been 
introduced '. On the basis of a noise sample the predicted output of the 
filter is compensated. When a signal arrives at the filter, this is in error 
with the prediction and results in a large output from the filter. 

So far in this chapter only white noise (1. e. more or less continously 
covering a wide frequency band) has been considered. Transient noise sig
nals, resembling AE signals, are more difficult to filter out, but it is poss
ible by choosing typical features by which noise and AE signals can be di
stinguished. 



Par ry has in his location system accomplished a perfect screening 

of AE signals from friction noise by utilizing the longer persistance of the 

lat ter signals. 

Y. Nakamura 1 3 ' has utilized a gating system which allows only signals 

arriving at the right transducers in the expected order to be recognized as 

AE signals. 

If a location system is within reach, this is a useful tool for screening 

from signals whose origin is indefinable or from signals from outside the 

region of interest (e. g. the pressure vessel). 

Vetrano ' has introduced a screening from turbulent noise because it 

is distributed over a certain region within a certain period of t ime. AE 

sources are precisely defined in space, and in the spatial distribution of 

signal sources turbulent signals will, over a certain period of time, disap

pear in the white noise. 

Cavitation noise is very similar to AE signals. According to Vetrano, 

it should be possible to distinguish between these two types of signal by the 

very high and continuous rate of cavitation signals. Under stable service 

con-itions AE signals from a defect will presumably be at a much lower and 

more varied ra te . 

A very promising project is being run at the moment in the U.S.A. under 

the Heavy Section Steel Technology P r o g r a m ' 5 ' . In Idaho an AE test facility 

has been established, using the 8-m (26 feet) long EBOR (Experimental Be r 

ryllium Oxide Reactor) vessel. This vessel has been modified for testing 

purposes to provide acoustic signals which simulate cracks growing in the 

vessel as well as acoustic noise which represents various reactor 

noises. With this system it has been possible to generate conditions which 

simulate hydrostatic testing and a varity of operating conditions. 

In this and some of the previous chapters have been mentioned a ce r 

tain number of laboratories known for their valuable cons tributions to the 

AE research. It might in this context be mentioned that at C. C R. , Ispra , 

a status report on failure detection by AE techniques has been prepared by 

G, Volta; this report includes a list of laboratories working in the field of 

AE within the CEE area and outlines of their main activities. 

Judging from the considerable efforts made in this field, the problems 

involved with continuous AE detection under the high noise conditions p r e - . 

sent during nuclear reactor service will certainly be solved in the near fu

ture . 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

AE Techniques Applied During Proof Inspection: 

Detecting, recording, and storing of AE signals from steel structures 

is easy to do and widely used. Even though the technique is at present 

far from perfect, it might in some cases be useful to apply it just to 

obtain a recording of the acoustic behaviour of the structure during 

testing. 

The reproducibility and accuracy of the AE technique need to be im

proved when recordings a re compared on a quantitative basis or when 

quantitative analysis is done, e .g . estimation of s t ress concentrations 

in t e rms of K to K, rat ios or estimation of ra tes of different damage 

processes . The transmission of AE signals from structure to t rans

ducer seems to be the principal problem to solve. In addition the pro

perties of the t ransducer need to be controlled particularly with r e 

spect to frequency conditions both when wide-band and when narrow-

-band t ransducers are desirable for the particular application. 

To achieve a satisfactory improvement it would be a great help if con

trollable, reliable sources of reproducible AE signals were available. 

For this reason the development of such sources ought to be pursued. 

Location of AE sources in steel s t ructures during proof testing may 

be readily carried out with a high degree of both reliability and accuracy. 

At the AE sources defects are generally found by other non-destructive 

methods, and there is a high probability that crack-like defects will 

be revealed by the AE location technique. 

The contribution of the AE technique in raising confidence in the s truc

ture tested is significant. The AE technique covers the entire steel 

s tructure at the moment of the first severe loading and points out less 

reliable a reas . 

Other non-destructive methods cover limited areas at a time and yield 

detailed information about the type and extent of the defects. Thus the AE 

technique is a valuable complement to other non-destructive methods. 

By modifying the proof testing procedure the AE technique might yield 

valuable information on crack growth conditions. In this context it is 

worth noting that some of the disadvantages of applying the overstressing 



technique for stress relief are counteracted if AE surveillance is used 

simultaneously to control defects. 

(5) Control of the failure probability during proof testing based on acoustic 
surveillance is at present hardly possible. An experienced operator is 
able to recognize unusual and alarming AE behaviour, and the test can 
be suspended and precautions considered. But, even though consider
able effort is promisingly being devoted to the exploration of the r e 
lationships between AE behaviour and fracture mechanics, it is at 
present not possible to state by which criterion the failure probability 
should be estimated during AE surveillance. 

(6) Information on type and size of defects is not generally obtainable by 

AE surveillance. 

The shortcomings mentioned under (2) have to be overcome before a 
numerical correlation between A3 behaviour and fracture mechanics 
can be established. If this is obtained, it might well be the AE behaviour 
at an early stage in the test which indicates the significance of the de
fects present. Information on crack growth by fatigue or s t ress cor
rosion might also be obtainable. 

AE Techniques Applied During Recurrent Inspection 

(7) When the structure is fully accessible the same sort of advantages may 
be gained from AE surveillance during recurrent testing as when it is 
applied during proof testing. However, no experience is at present 
available. 

On account of the shortcomings mentioned under (2), comparison of 
AE recordings from initial and recurrent tests is unlikely to give sig
nificant additional information which might not be gained by other non-
-destructive methods. 

(8) If the structure is inaccessible, then although AE surveillance during 

recurrent testing might be possible by using stationary transducers, 
it would at present be very difficult to interpret the data collected, and 
again no experience is available. 

AE Techniques Applied During Service 

(9) Application of the AE technique during service is complicated by the 

rough ambient conditions (noise, temperature, irradiation), and no 
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experience from practical applications is available. Different methods 
to overcome the difficulties have successfully been tried experimen
tally, and considering the impressive efforts devoted to this subject, 
particularly in the U.S.A. , it seems inevitable that the problems in
volved in continuous AE detection under the conditions present during 
nuclear reactor service will be overcome in the near future. 

(10) When methods of AE surveillance during service have been success

fully developed, the serious problem still remaining will be how to 

utilize the information gained. At the moment it seems natural to use 

this mrretUance in terms of mechanical signature analysis. 
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APPENDIX 

AE equipment for the surveillance of a large pressure vessel . For the 

sake of clarity only four transducers are indicated in the diagram, although 

in operation the number would be considerably higher. 

The system can be divided into three lines with the following oper

ational purposes: 

(1) Data storage is shown at the top of the diagram. All information 

from all transducers i s , after suitable amplification, recorded on a tape 

recorder (frequency range 200 kHz) for storing. It is appropriate simul

taneously to connect the channels singly or in groups to an oscilloscope (Vis

ual Scan System) to be able to survey the operation of the t ransducers and 

tape recorders . 

(2) Recording of energy release signature (ERS) is indicated below the 

cata storage line. All channels are interconnected ( it would be an advantage 

to connect the channels in 2 - 3 groups, each with an ERS instrumentation). 

The signal rate is derived and recorded by a pen recorder as the ERS curve 

which is cerefully observed during the pressure test. A warning system is 

included which produces audible signals correlated to the AE signals from 

the vessel (Audio System). 

(3) Triangulation for localizing of AE sources is shown at the bottom 

of the diagram. The crucial part is a time analysis computer (TAC), which 

is fed by 4 transducers chosen to cover the vessel as efficiently as possible. 

After filtering off of some noise signals the time elapsed between the arr ival 

of signals from each of the four transducers is recorded by the TAC instru-

k 
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ment and stored in a memory. At appropriate times during the pressure 

testing, the memory may be read out to give the distribution of the recorded 

periods of time between the arr ival of signals from all possible pairs of t1 e 

4 t ransducers . This information is fed to a digital c c „lputer {either directly 

or via a suitable terminal) which is programmed to calculate the location of 

probable AE sources . A network of numbers which covers a sketch of a 

layout of the pressure vessel is read out from the computer (Visual Read 

Out). Numbers 0 or 9 indicate respectively no or high probability that an AE 

source is present at the location concerned. 

The choice of which of the 4 transducers is to be connected to the TAC 

system can be changed during the pressure test if it is considered appropriate; 

the pressure test can be suspended and the tape recorder from the data 

storage replayed for a repeat TAC analysis using any other choice of 4 t rans

ducers from among the number used on the pressure vessel . Further possi

bilities exist of making refined analyses to find less significant sources of 

AE with high reliability. 

The resul t of such an investigation is shown in the figure which is a 

layout of a reactor vessel for the petrol industry. The positions of the t r ans 

ducers and the locations of AE sources are indicated. The source locations 

have been marked by superimposing the network of numbers from the digital 

computer. 
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